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This paper consists THREE sections A, B and C.
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SECTION A. ATTEMPT ALL QUESTIONS IN THIS SECTION

1. Explain what is meant by average speed. State the unit of average speed.

2. A force of 25N acts on a mass of Skg starling from rest. Find the acceleration.

3" What is the difference between mass and weight? State the unit of each quantity.

4. Draw a cone
a) in a stable equilibrium
b) in unstable equilibrium
c) in a neutral equilibrium

5. Calculate the power of a pump which can lift 300kg of water through a vertical
height of 8m in 10s, g = m/s'.

6" a) What is meant by the term density of body?

b) A body has a volume of 15cm3 and a mass of 27g. What is the density? Give the
answer in kg/m".

7. TJ;,e diagram below shows a balancing uniform rod.

540 N

Calculate the force W^

11" a) List the enerry changes which occur when a torch is switched on.
b) Which are the other sources of electricity other than hydro electric power in

Rwanda?

(55 marks)

[4 marks)

8. Show how a ray of light from the air palsses through a glass block and explain
why the ray of light behaves as you have shown in your diagram. (5 rnarks)

9. Draw an electric circuit composed of a dry ceIl, connectors, a resistor, ammeter
and voltmeter to read the voltage across the resistor. (4 marks)

10" A student dropped iron filings into a sugar bowl by accident. Explain how sugar
can be separated from the mixture. (3 marks)

(2 marks)

(3 marks)

12. Two cells each having an e.m.f of 1.5V and internal resistances of 2Cl are connected
a) In parallel
b) In series
Find the current in each case when the cells are connected to a 1O resistor. (4 marks)

13. a) State Archimedes'principle. (2 nnarks)
b) A piece of metal is weighed

i) in air
iii fully submerged. in water
iii) fully submerged in ?i salt solution

The result obtained, but not in correct order were 6N, 5N and 8N.

What was obtained for b (i), b (ii) and b (iii)?

14. Explain how heat is transferred in water.

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

(4 marks)

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

(2 rnarlrs)

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

(4 marks)
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SECTION B: Answer any three questions

15. a) Define the term specific heat capacity of a substance.
b)A piece of aluminium of mass 6009 is heated from 25"C to 100"C. How much

heat is supplied if the specifrc heat capacif of aluminium is 900J/kg. What is
the heat capacity of this metal?

L6. a) What is meant by;
i. Potential enerry?
ii. Kinetic energr?

(3O marksf

{3 marks)

(7 marks)

(2 marks)
(2 marks)

(3 marks)
(1 rnark)

(6 marks)

(1 mark)
(7 marks)

(2 marks)

(6 marks)
(2 marks)
(3 marks)

(15 marks)

(4 marks)

b) At: orange of mass 8Og falls from a tree 2rn high above the ground" Calculate
the potential energz of the orange before it falls off the tree. Find the kinetic
energy of the orange as it hits the ground. (6 marks)

17. a) Distinguish between a converging rens and a diverging lens.
b) What is meant by the term focal point of a lens?
c) An object lm tall stands vertically on the principal axis of a converging lens of

focal length 4cm. Determine the nb.ture of the image if the object is 8cm from the
optical center of the lens.

18. a) which instrument would you use to measure atmospheric pressure?
b) With aid of a diagram show and explain that air of the atmosphere exerts force"
c) Calculate the pressure exerted by water at 10m below the surface of water in a

lake. (g = 10N/kg and densiff is 1000 kg/m")
19. A car of mass 15000kg travelling at72krr./hr is brought to rest in 5s. Find:

a) the average deceleration
b) the average breaking force.
c) the distance moved during deceleration.

SECTION C: Attempt only one question"

24" Q Draw a labeled electric diagram which you can use to determine the unknown
resistor in a circuit"

b) A student carried out an experiment to determine the resistance of a conductor"
The table below shows the results obtained:

Potential difference lV Current/A
1.2 0.6
2.2 1.1
4"4 2.O
6"4 3.2

i. Plot a graph (potential difference along the Y-axis and current along the
X-axis) (7 marks)

ii" what law may be determined from the graph? (L mark)
iii. Find the resistance of the conductor from the graph. (3 marks)

21. A student carried out an experiment to determine the density of a liquid. Different
masses of the liquid were measured and their respective volumes. The table below
shows results obtained.
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mass/s volume/A
4 5
8 10
L2 15
16 20
2A o<

24 30

a)

b)

c)

I

Plot a graph of mass (Y-axis) against volume (X-axis).

Does the graph start from the origin? Explain your answer.

Determine the density of the liquid from the graph. Show on the graph how you
get your answer.

(9 marks)

(4 marks)

(2 marks)

END.

ANSU/ER.S TO ORDINARY I,EVEL PI{YSICS PAPER 2O1O

SEETION A:

1. The speed of a car keeps on changing at different instants, it is never constant, so average
speed ie that rvhich is obtained when the total distance covered in any direction divided by the
total time taken to cover the distance. *

d
Orv=r=wherevistheaveragespeed,distotaldistancecoveredandtistimetakentocovert
the distance. The unit for average speed is m/s.

2"Data and unknown: F = 25N, m = 5kg, a=?

Using Newton's second law: F =ma €, u= { =T = 5m/s2ms
lVeight

Change witlr altitude and location
Is a vector ciGanttty
Is a force of gravity acting on a body
Is measured in Newton
Is measured by a Newton balance

5. Work done: W = mgh = 300 x 10 x 8 = 24000J

tA, 24AAAP=t= * =2400W

6. a) Densityof a.bodyis the quantityof matter in abod.yorp = Awhere p = is densiSr, mis
mass and V volume. The unit of density is kglm3"

b) Data: m = 27g= 27x 10-"kg, V = 15cm" = 15x 10-5m"

m 27x70-3p=;= ffi= t8ooks/m"

3. Mass

- Is always the same
* Is a scalar quantity
: Quantity of matter in a body
- Is measured in kg
- Is measured by a balance.

4.a\, b) and ci

Power:

Stable
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7" Anticloclmrise moment = cloclsrise moment
32Ox3+540x1 = Wx3 =+ W = 500N

8.

q;Irrcirlerrr ra"r.

Gle.rs Lock R+frarterl ray

]t Erneug+li r';ry

As light enters the glass block, its speed changes hence the direction changes so is the
case when the refracted emerges from the block to tJ:e aii.

9. Note the signs on the Ammeter and Voltmeter

Aacgeeter

10. Iron fillings are attracted by a magnet while sugar is not attracted by a magnet.
the magnet is used to pick the iron fillings from the mixture by holding the magnet close to
the mixture.

11- a) mechanical enerry, chemical enerry, electrical enerry, heat enerry and light energr.
b) Generators, solar, batteries etc.

12. a) In parallel

it

Req=Teq+R=ffi*

b) In series

R='*'+l:2cl
2+2

Req = %s+ R = rl+rz+R = 2+2+L

t=3=T=0.6Ar<eq 5

E Sourceofpower

= 5C)
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13. a) According to Archimedes'principle, ".Any non-porous object that is completely or partially
submerg"a in a fluid at reJt is aited on by an ups/ard (or buoyant) force. Ttre magnitude of
this force is equal to the weight of the fluid displaced by the object;
B = Wf= mfg= pf gVdisptaced.The volume of fluid displaced is equal to the volume of the
portion
of the object submerged"

b) il 8N, ii) 6N, iiiy sN

14. Heat travels through water by convection method" Heat is applied under the container of
water. Water at the bottom becomes hot and its density reduces hence rises to the top of the
container.
Thd denser coid water at the top goes down to the bottom where it is also heated. This water
also becomes hot and rises creating streams of warm water called convection currents.
Or

Co,nve,stion surre:rt

Water

Burtrer

sEcTroN B 
),

15. a) The specifrc heat capaci(y is the quanti$r of heat required to raise the temperature of lKg
of a substance through 1"C or IK. Its unit: J/kg'C J /KgK

b) Datam=600g=0"6kg At= 100"c-25"c=75'c c=900J lkgK
Heat applied: Q = mCAt = 0.6x900x75 = 405OOJ

Heat capacity: p = *= mc = 0.6x900 = 54OJ lK

16. a) i) Potential ener$r is the enerry possessed by the body becamse of its position. E.g. a body

above the earth's surface has potential enerry stored in the form of gravitational
potential energy. A spring wound up has potential ener$r because of its strained

condition

ii) Kinetic enerry is that ener5/ possessed by a body because of its motion.

bl Data:m = 80g = 0.08kg g = 10mls2 h = 2m

Fotential enerry: P.E = mgh = O.O8x LOx2 = 1'6J

Kinetic enerry = Potential enerry at the ground

K.E = mgh = 0.08xLOx2= 1.6J
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77. a) A converging lens
Parallel incident rays to the lens meet at a
point

A diverging lens
Parallel incident rays to the lens
diverge as they emerge out of the len

b) Focal point of a lens is a point where rays refracted by a lens meet. In convex lens the
focal point is real and in concave lens is virtual.

c) Image is beyond 2F, real, inverted and larger that object 2cm, see graph below:

L

p

Y=*

L7_E _=)O
qfr

ohl.:= 
-Aph

= fP -6x4p-f 6-4

hL= Qh--
p

= l2crn

12xL00
= -200cm

6

18. a) Aneroid barometer.

b) Air of the atmosphere exerts force

Fill a glass with water, cover t}le mouth of the glass using a paper. Gently turn the glass
upside down" It will be observed that the paper remains *""ri;g the mouth of the gI""=
without the water pouring. This is due to the force exerted by aii in the atmosphere on the
paper.

c) h= 10m,g= 10N/kg,J= 1000kg/m"

Pressure, P = hFg = 10xI00Ox1ON/m2

P = 100,000N/m2

19. a) mass, m = 15000kg, initial velocify, ,, = "i 1?oo = 20m/s
3600

Final velocity,.v = Om/s, t = Ss.

Average deceleration, a = ? = \a39 = - 4m/s2

Therefore, average deceleration = 4m/s2

b) Average breaking force, F = ma = 15000x4 = 6O0ON ,

ti
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77. a) A coaverging lens
Parallel incident rays to the lens meet at a
point

A diverging lens
Parallel incident rays to the lens
diverge as they emerge out of the len

b) Focal point of a lens is a point where rays refracted by a lens meet. In convex lens the
focal point is real and in concave lens is virtual.

c) Image is beyond 2F, real, inverted and larger that object 2crn, see graph below:

fn 5x4

- 
= tzcrnp-f 6-4

f=- 12xL00
= -200cm

6

18. a) Aneroid barometer.

b) Air of the atmosphere exerts force

'/./:

Fill a glass wittr water, cover tJ:e mouth of the glass using a paper. Genfly turn the glass
upside down. It will be observed that the papeiremains covering the mouth of the g1.""
without the water pouring. This is due to the force exerted by aii in the atmosphere on the
paper.

c) h= 10m,g= loN/kg,J= 100okg/m"

Pressure, P = hFg = 10x 1000x10N/m2

P = 100,000N1m2

19. a) mass, m = 15000kg, initial velocit5r, u = " l=1=oroo = 2omf s
3500

Final velocity, v = Omfs, t = 5s"

Average decelerationp a = T = T = - 4m/s2

Therefore, average deceleration = 4m/s2

b) Average breaking force, F = ma = l50o0x4 = 6O0ON ,

1

p

lrt- Qh-
p

LL-= -+oqfr

ahtj= 

-F{ph
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c) Distance moved during deceleration"

Is=ut+-a+f.

I20x5+:x -4x52 =SOm
2

Or Distance = Average velocity x time

=10x5=50m

SECTION C

2O. al Labeied electric diagram to determine the unknown resistor in a circuit.

Amrnetdr

Rlreort.lr

a) i)

ii) Ohm's law.

iii) Increase in V: AV = 5.4 - 1.0 = 5.4V

Increase in.I: AI = 3.2 -A.5 = 2.7

Resistance:R=Y=4=zaLI 2.7

li Sourte ol powel

5r*'itclr on/olI

e ?,0

t' 6,e

9s

+u

&fi

i*
l's

8.o

Cutent (.d)
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2L. a)

b) The graph should not go through the origin, it is meaningless. Zero mass has zero
volume and zero divided by zero is meaningless.

c) Density of the liquid = 
o+ 

= Y= O.8glcms' Av 25cm
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